MEMO RESPONSIBILITY (CONTACT PERSON)

- Responsible for keeping Memo & Attachments up-to-date
- Responsible for responding to questions involving Memo

Memo to Designers

Section 1 – General (Policy and Procedure)

MTD 1-0 Bridge Design Branch A Supervisor
MTD 1-1 Bridge Design Branch B Supervisor
MTD 1-2 Bridge Design Branch A Supervisor
MTD 1-3 Bridge Design Branch B Supervisor
MTD 1-4 Bridge Design Branch A Supervisor
MTD 1-5 Bridge Design Branch B Supervisor
MTD 1-6 Bridge Design Branch C Supervisor
MTD 1-7 Bridge Design Branch C Supervisor
MTD 1-8 Bridge Design Branch B Supervisor
MTD 1-11 Technical Specialist – Widenings
MTD 1-13 Detailing Committee Chair
MTD 1-14 Bridge Design Branch B Supervisor
MTD 1-15 Specifications & Estimates Branch Supervisor
MTD 1-20 Detailing Committee Chair
MTD 1-21 OPPM&S – Agreements Section Senior
MTD 1-22 Bridge Design Branch A Supervisor
MTD 1-23 Bridge Design Branch B Supervisor
MTD 1-29 Bridge Design Branch B Supervisor
MTD 1-32 Specifications & Estimates Branch Supervisor
MTD 1-35 Bridge Design Branch A Supervisor
MTD 1-36 Bridge Design Branch B Supervisor
MTD 1-37 Bridge Design Branch B Supervisor
MTD 1-38 Bridge Design Branch B Supervisor
MTD 1-39 Bridge Design Branch C Supervisor
MTD 1-40 Detailing Committee Chair
MTD 1-45 Transportation Architecture Branch Supervisor